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We derive the optimalN→M phase-covariant quantum cloning for equatorial states in dimensiond with
M =kd+N, k integer. The cloning maps are optimal for both global and single-qudit fidelity. The map is
achieved by an “economical” cloning machine, which works without ancilla.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In quantum information, the study of optimal cloning ma-
chines is a focus of interest since, by definition, cloning is
synonymous with multiplexing quantum information, which
has limitations in principle by the no-cloning theoremf1,2g.
In the large variety of proposals for optimal cloners, the fi-
delity of the machine depends on the choice of input states,
with the machine often working in a covariant way, produc-
ing “rotated” clones from rotated inputs. In particular, the
case of SUsdd covariance corresponds to universal cloning
f3–5g, with equal fidelity for all unitarily connected states,
e.g., for all pure states. Clearly, by taking a smaller input set
of states, the cloning performance can be improved, e.g., for
smaller covariance groups. Also in connection with the
eavesdropping strategies in BB84 quantum cryptographyf6g,
the phase-covariant cloning of equatorial states has been ex-
tensively studied for qubitsf7,8g, and more generally qudits
f9g, the latter also with the motivation of understanding
which features are peculiar to dimension 2.

In this paper, we will consider multiphase covariant clon-
ing transformations on “equatorial” states,

ucshf jjdl =
1
Îd

su0l + eif1u1l + eif2u2l + ¯ + eifd−1ud − 1ld,

s1d

where thef j’s are independent phases in the intervalf0,2pd.
An issue which recently has attracted interest in the literature
is the possibility of achieving the cloning without the need of
an ancilla—a so-called “economical” cloningf11g. As we
will see in the following, the multiphase covariant cloning
machines are indeed economical forM =kd+N output cop-
ies,k integer.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, after intro-
ducing the notations and the basic definitions taken from
Refs. f8,10g, we describe the general approach to covariant
cloning maps of Ref.f12g, and apply it to the case of anN
→M phase-covariant cloner. In Sec. III, we give a brief

formalization of the concept of “economical maps” by means
of the Stinespring representation theorem for completely
positive maps. In Sec. IV, we explicitly find the optimal 1
→M cloner for both single-qudit fidelity and global fideli-
ties. In Sec. V, we generalize all previous results to the case
N→M. Section VI concludes the paper with a comparison of
fidelities in the various cases.

II. PHASE-COVARIANT CLONING

We want to derive the optimalN→M cloning transforma-
tions C that are covariant under the group of rotations of all
the d−1 independent phaseshf jj, f j [ f0,2pd,

Ushf jjd = u0lk0u + o
j=1

d−1

u jlk j ueif j , s2d

where hu0l , u1l , u2l¯ud−1lj represents a basis for the
d-dimensional Hilbert spaceH of the system of a single
copy. We will restrict the study of such maps to the set of the
N-fold tensor product of generalized equatorial pure states

Ushf jjduc0l 8 ucshf jjdl, s3d

with ucshf jjdl given in Eq.s1d. Here uc0l is the equatorial
superposition

uc0l = d−1/2o
i

uil. s4d

The choicef0=0 is not restrictive, since an overall phase is
negligible.

As argued in Ref.f8g, we consider cloning maps for
which theN-copy input state and theM-copy output state are
both supported on the symmetric subspacesH+

^N andH+
^M,

respectively. We choose an orthonormal basis in the symmet-
ric subspace of the form

s5d

wherePp
sNd denotes the permutation operator ofN qubits,n0

is the number of qudits in stateu0l, n1 in stateu1l, and so on,
with the constraintoi=0

d−1ni =N for the input state, and,
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analogously, for the output state. In the whole paper we will
consistently use the lettersn for input andm for output. The
covariance condition for the cloning transformationC under
the group of multiphase rotations reads

CfUshf jjd^Nr^NU†shf jjd^Ng = Ushf jjd^MCsr^NdU†shf jjd^M .

s6d

As proven in Ref.f12g, the covariance condition can be con-
veniently studied in terms of the positive operator onH+

^M

^ H+
^N,

R8 sC ^ Idsu1llkk1ud, s7d

whereI is the identity map andu1ll is the non-normalized
maximally entangled vector inH+

^N
^ H+

^N,

u1ll = o
hnij

uhnijl ^ uhnijl. s8d

The correspondenceC↔R between completely positive
maps and positive operators one-to-one, and can be inverted
as follows:

CsOd = TrH+
^Nfs1H+

^M ^ OTdRg, s9d

whereOT denotes the transposition of the operatorO with
respect to the orthonormal basis in Eq.s8d. Notice that for
the stateuc0l of Eq. s4d one hassuc0lkc0u^NdT= uc0lkc0u^N

since uc0l, by construction, has all real coefficients with re-
spect to the basis in Eq.s8d. The trace-preservation condition
for C reads

TrH+
^MfRg = 1H+

^N. s10d

Following Ref.f12g, the covariance propertys6d rewrites
as a commutation relation

fR,Ushf jjd^M
^ U*shf jjd^Ng = 0, s11d

where the complex conjugatedU* of U is defined as the
operator having as matrix elements the complex-conjugated
matrix elements ofU with respect to the same orthonormal
basis in Eq.s8d. Equation s11d in turn implies by Schur
Lemma a block-form forR,

R= %
hmjj

Rhmjj
, s12d

where each set of valueshmjj identifies a unique class of
equivalent irreducible representations ofUshf jjd^M

^ U*shf jjd^N. The equivalent representations within each
class can be conveniently written as

hum0 + n0,m1 + n1,m2 + n2,…,md−1 + nd−1l

un0,n1,n2,…,nd−1ljhnij
, s13d

with oi=0
d−1ni =N ando j=0

d−1mj =M −N. The multi-indexhnij runs
over all orthonormal vectors of the basis forH+

^N used in Eq.
s8d. With this notation, Eq.s12d becomes

R= o
hmjj

o
hni8j,hni9j

r hni8j,hni9j
hmjj uhmjj + hni8jlkhmjj + hni9ju ^ uhni8jlkhni9ju.

s14d

In the following, in order to evaluate the optimality of the
map, we will use as figures of merit the single-qudit fidelity

Trfsuc0lkc0u ^ 1M−1
^ uc0lkc0u^NdRg s15d

and the global fidelity

Trfsuc0lkc0u^M+NdRg. s16d

Notice that in deriving the last two equations, we used the
covariance propertys3d of the input states, the reconstruction
formula s9d, the commutation propertys11d, and the cyclic
invariance of the trace. Since each single contribution to the
single-qudit fidelity s15d and to the global fidelitys16d is
positive versus the indiceshni8j andhni9j, as we will show in
the following fsee Eqs.s36d, s37d, ands46dg f13g, the block

Rhmjj
must have positive elementsr

hni8j,hni9j
hmjj ù0, with the off-

diagonal ones as large as possible, i.e.,r
hni8j,hni9j
hmjj

=Îr
hni8j,hni8j
hmjj Îr

hni9j,hni9j
hmjj , f14g. This is equivalent to say that the

blocks constituting the operatorR are actually rank-1 blocks,
namely

Rhmjj
~ ur hmjj

lkr hmjj
u, s17d

with

ur hmjj
l = o

hnij
r hnij

hmjjuhmjj + hnijl ^ uhnijl, s18d

and, separately imposing conditions10d over every block
f15g, TrH+

^Mfur hmjj
lkr hmjj

ug=1H+
^N, we get the final form forR,

R= %
hmjj

phmjj
ur hmjj

lkr hmjj
u,

ur hmjj
l = o

hnij
uhmjj + hnijl ^ uhnijl, s19d

where phmjj
are free parameters satisfyingphmjj

ù0 and
ophmjj

=1 in order to preserve normalization and positivity of
R. This means thatR is a convex combination of orthogonal
rank-1 blocks.

In Sec. IV and V, we will explicitly optimize the map
starting from theR operator in Eq.s19d.

III. ECONOMICAL MAPS

Let M be a completely positive, trace-preserving map
from states onH to states onK. The Stinespring representa-
tion theoremf16g says that for every completely positive
trace-preserving map, it is possible to find an auxiliary quan-
tum system with Hilbert spaceL and an isometryV from H
to K ^ L, V†V=1H, such that
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Msrd = TrLfVrV†g. s20d

Starting from Eq.s20d, it is always possible to construct a
unitary interactionU realizingM f17,18g,

Msrd = TrLfUsr ^ ualkaudU†g, s21d

whereual is a fixed pure state of asecondauxiliary quantum
system, sayL8, such thatH ^ L8=K ^ L. The Hilbert spaces
L andL8 are generally different, and actually play different
physical roles.

We define a trace-preserving completely positive mapM
to beeconomicalif and only if it admits a unitary formU as

Msrd = Usr ^ ualkaudU†, s22d

namely, if and only if the map can be physically realized
without discarding resources. We can simply prove that the
only maps admitting an economical unitary implementation
U as in Eq.s22d are precisely those for which

Msrd = VrV† s23d

for an isometryV, V†V=1. In fact,Us1H ^ uald is an isometry
from H to K ^ L, sinces1H ^ kaudU†Us1H ^ uald=1H. On the
other hand, from Eq.s23d via Gram-Schmidt theory one can
extend any isometryV from H to K ^ L to a unitaryU on the
same output space, and write it in the formV=Us1H ^ uald
for unit vectorual[L8, with H ^ L8=K ^ L. For a detailed
discussion about the explicit construction procedures, see
Ref. f18g.

Allowing classical resources “for free,” a map should be
defined as economical also in the case in which it admits a
random-economicalrealization as

Msrd = o
i

piUisr ^ ualkaudUi
†, s24d

wherepi ù0, oipi =1. Using the same fixed ancilla stateual
for all indecesi is not a loss of generality, since in construct-
ing the operatorsUi’s there is always freedom in the choice
of the vectorual. According to this more general definition,
all economical maps can always be written as a randomiza-
tion of Eq. s23d,

Msrd = o
i

piVirVi
†. s25d

IV. OPTIMAL 1 \M CLONING

The fidelity of the reduced output state
TrM−1hCfucshf jjdlkcshf jjdugj with respect to the input state
ucshf jjdlkcshf jjdu is given by

Trfsuc0lkc0u ^ 1M−1
^ uc0lkc0udRg. s26d

In the case of 1→M cloning, theR operator in Eq.s19d has
the following structure:

R= %
hmjj

phmjj
ur hmjj

lkr hmjj
u,

ur hmjj
l = o

i

um0,m1,…,mi + 1,…l ^ uil, s27d

with o j mj =M −1, whence the form of the summands,

Trfsuc0lkc0u ^ 1M−1
^ uc0lkc0udum0 + 1,m1,m2,…,md−1l

3km0,m1 + 1,m2,…,md−1u ^ u0lk1ug

=
1

d2

sM − 1d!
m0!m1!¯md−1!

3Îsm0 + 1d!m1!¯md−1!

M!

m0!sm1 + 1d!¯md−1!

M!

=
1

Md2
Îsm0 + 1dsm1 + 1d. s28d

The final contribution to the partial fidelity due to the set of
equivalent representations labeled byhmjj is

Fhmjj
= Trfsuc0lkc0u ^ 1M−1

^ uc0lkc0udRhmjj
g

=
phmjj

d2 Fd +
1

M
o
iÞk

Îsmi + 1dsmk + 1dG . s29d

The projectorur hmjj
lkr hmjj

u that contributes most to the fi-
delity is the one that maximizes the quantity
oiÞkÎsmi +1dsmk+1d, with the constraintoi=0

d−1mi =M −1. In
the case

M = dk+ 1, k [ N, s30d

the optimization gives the simple resultmi =k for all i. The
1→ skd+1d optimal phase-covariant cloning machine is then
completely described by the rank-1 positive operatorR
= ur hkjlkr hkju. The Kraus form of the optimal map is then re-
constructed as

Csrd = TrHfs1H+
^M ^ rTdRg = VrV†, s31d

whereV:H→H+
^M is the isometry, i.e.,V†V=1, defined as

follows:

Vuil = um0 = k,m1 = k,…,mi = k + 1,…l. s32d

The fact that the Kraus operator describing the map is
isometrical—a consequence ofR being rank 1-automatically
guarantees that no additionalancillae sother than theM −1
blank statesd are needed in order to unitarily realize the clon-
ing transformationC.

From Eq.s29d, one obtains the single-qudit fidelity of our
multi-phase-covariant economical cloning machine from one
to M =kd+1 copies,

FCs1,M = kd+ 1d =
1

d
+

sd − 1dsM + d − 1d
Md2 . s33d

Notice that the above result, in the limitM→`, is consistent
with the fidelity of optimal phase estimation on a single qudit
as worked out in Ref.f10g.
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An important remark that remains to be stressed is that the
value ofhmjj maximizing the single-qudit fidelitys29d maxi-
mizes the total fidelity as well. In fact, the total fidelity of the
hmjjth block is given by

phmjjo
i j

Trfuc0lkc0u^sM+1du…,mi + 1,…l

3k…,mj + 1,…u ^ uilk j ug

= phmjjo
i

ukc0
^sM+1du…,mi + 1,…luilu2

=
phmjj

dM+1o
i

M!

m0!¯smi + 1d!¯

=
phmjj

dM+1o
i
S M

m0;…;mi + 1;… D , s34d

where, in the last line, we used the standard notation for
multinomial coefficients with the implicit constraintso jmj
=M −1. In order to maximize the value of the multinomial
coefficient, the vectorhmjj has to be as “flat” as possible,
namely, with all entries as close as possible to each other.
The situation in which the solution is unique and given by
mi =k for all i is the same as in Eq.s30d. This means that the
single-qudit fidelity optimization procedure provides the
same result as the total fidelity optimization, and the map
written in Eqs.s31d and s32d is optimal in both approaches.

V. OPTIMAL N\M CLONING

In the general case of arbitrary values forN and M, the
single-qudit fidelity is obtained by summing up contributions
of the form

Trfuc0lkc0u ^ 1^sM−1d
^ uc0lkc0u^Nuhmjj + hnj8jlkhmjj + hnj9ju

^ uhnj8jlkhnj9jug s35d

because of the block-forms19d of the R operator. Before
getting into the explicit calculation for the partial fidelity, it
is possible to somehow simplify the problem by noticing that
the presence ofuc0lkc0u ^ 1^sM−1d in Eq. s35d restricts the
evaluation of the fidelity to those blocks for which the
M-particles states differat mostfor a single-particle state.

The diagonal contributions toFhmjj
sas before, the single-

qudit fidelity calculated only for thehmjjth blockd are then
proportional tosapart from the probabilityphmjj

d

Trfuc0lkc0u ^ 1^sM−1d
^ uc0lkc0u^Nu…,mi + ni + 1,…lk…,mi

+ ni + 1,…u ^ u…,ni + 1,…lk…,ni + 1,…ug

=
1

dN

N!

n0!¯sni + 1d!¯
1

d

sm0 + n0d!¯smi + ni + 1d!¯
M!

3
M!

sm0 + n0d!¯smi + ni + 1d!¯

=
1

dN+1

N!

n0!¯sni + 1d!¯
, s36d

where for the sake of simplicity in the last equation the no-
tation was slightly modified withoi ni =N−1 while, again,
o j mj =M −N. The off-diagonal terms are

Trfuc0lkc0u ^ 1^sM−1d
^ uc0lkc0u^Nu…,mi + ni + 1,…lk…,mj + nj + 1,…u ^ u…,ni + 1,…lk…,nj + 1,…ug

= Trfuc0lkc0u ^ 1^sM−1du…,mi + ni + 1,…lk…,mj + nj + 1,…ug

3
1

dNÎn0!¯sni + 1d!¯
N!

În0!¯snj + 1d!¯
N!

N!

n0!¯sni + 1d!¯
N!

n0!¯snj + 1d!¯

=
1

dN+1

N!

n0!¯ni!¯nj!¯
Î 1

sni + 1dsnj + 1d
Îsm0 + n0d!¯smi + ni + 1d!¯

M!

3Îsm0 + n0d!¯smj + nj + 1d!¯
M!

sM − 1d!
sm0 + n0d!¯smi + nid!¯smj + njd!¯

=
1

MdN+1

N!

n0!¯ni!¯nj!¯
Îsmi + ni + 1dsmj + nj + 1d

sni + 1dsnj + 1d
. s37d

At the end, the single-qudit fidelity is the sum of contributions of the form
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Fhmjj
=

phmjj

dN+1o
hnjj
Fo

i

N!

n0!¯sni + 1d!¯

+
1

M
o
iÞ j

N!

n0!¯ni!¯nj!¯

3Îsmi + ni + 1dsmj + nj + 1d
sni + 1dsnj + 1d G . s38d

As done before for the 1→M cloning, in order to find the
block of R realizing the optimal map, we have to maximize
the off-diagonal quantity

o
iÞ j

Îsmi + ni + 1dsmj + nj + 1d
sni + 1dsnj + 1d

s39d

with the constraintsoi ni =N−1 ando j mj =M −N. The maxi-
mization of fidelity corresponds to maximize the quantity in
Eq. s39d versus the variablesmi’s. Since the variablesni’s are
summed up in Eq.s38d, then the fidelity is invariant under
their permutation. Therefore, the evaluation of the maximum
of the quantitys39d; resorts to maximizing it for equalni’s,
whence also allmi’s will be equal,mi =m* 8 sM −Nd /d, ∀i.
Generally, in this way one obtains a noninteger value ofm* ,
while the maximum for integermi’s is very degenerate, since

the maximum will be obtained for unequalmi’s in place of a
common fractional value. This leads to many blocks forR
contributing in the same way to the optimal map, which
makes the evaluation very complicate. On the other hand, the
evaluation simplifies greatly when the maximum is achieved
for integerm* =k, and this corresponds to the following re-
lation betweenN andM:

M = kd+ N. s40d

Hence, the optimal phase-covariantN→ sN+kdd cloning
map is described by the rank-1 operator

R= ur hkjlkr hkju, s41d

where

ur hkjl = o
hnjj

uk + n0,…,k + ni,…lMun0,…,ni,…lN, o
j

nj = N,

s42d

and its single-qudit fidelity is given by

FIG. 1. Single-qubit fidelity for 1→M cloning: phase-covariant
scontinuous lined; universalsdotted lined. The numerical results are
equal to those in Refs.f5,8g.

FIG. 2. Single-qutrit fidelity for 1→M cloning: multiphase
scontinuous lined; universalsdotted lined.

FIG. 3. Single-qudit,d=5, fidelity for 1→M cloning: multi-
phasescontinuous lined; universalsdotted lined.

FIG. 4. Comparison between single-qudit fidelities for multi-
phase covariant 1→M cloning:d=2 scontinuous lined; d=3 sdotted
lined; d=5 sdash-dotted lined. The three curves for largeM ap-
proach the fidelity of optimal phase estimation over one copy,
namely F=3/4 for qubits, F=5/9 for qutrits, andF=9/25 for d
=5.
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FCsN,M = kd+ Nd

=
1

d
+

1

MdN+1o
hnjj

o
iÞ j

N!

n0!¯ni!¯nj!¯

3Îsni + k + 1dsnj + k + 1d
sni + 1dsnj + 1d

, o
j

nj = N − 1.

s43d

Notice thatR being rank 1, the optimal map derived here
is again described by only one isometric Kraus operator
V:H+

^N→H+
^M,

Csr^Nd = TrH+
^Nhf1H+

^M ^ sr^NdTgur hkjlkr hkjuj

= Vr^NV†, V†V = 1^N, s44d

where the isometryV acts as follows:

Vun0,n1,…,ni,…lN = un0 + k,n1 + k,…,ni + k,…lM .

s45d

Similarly to the case 1→ skd+1d, the fact that the optimal
N→ sN+kdd cloning map is isometrical implies that no ad-
ditional ancilla is needed to unitarily realize the map other

than theM −N blank copies, and Eq.s45d is again an eco-
nomical cloning machine.

As in Sec. IV, it is possible to prove that the value ofhmjj
maximizing the single-qudit fidelity maximizes the total fi-
delity as well,

o
hmjj

phmjj o
hnj8j,hnj9j

Trfuc0lkc0u^sM+Nduhmjj + hnj8jl

3khmjj + hnj9ju ^ uhnj8jlkhnj9jug

= o
hmjj

phmjjo
hnjj

ukc0
^sM+Ndum0 + n0,m1 + n1,…lun0,n1,…lu2

=
1

dM+N o
hmjj

phmjjo
hnjj

S M

m0 + n0;m1 + n1;… DS N

n0;n1;… D ,

s46d

with the usual constraintsoi ni =N ando j mj =M −N implicit
in the multinomial notation. Following the argument of the
previous section, it is clear that the map in Eqs.s44d ands45d
maximizing the single-qudit fidelitys38d also maximizes the
global fidelity s46d.

As already noticed in the previous section forN=1, the
fidelity s43d, in the limit of an infinite number of output
copies, namelyk→`, takes the formsin the limit M <kdd

FpesNd =
1

d
+

1

dN+2o
hnij

o
iÞ j

N!

n0!¯

1
Îsni + 1dsnj + 1d

. s47d

The above expression coincides with the fidelity of optimal
multiphase estimation on equatorial qudits derived in Ref.
f10g.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have addressed the problem of optimal phase-
covariant cloning with multiple phases for qudits, with an
arbitrary number of input copiesN and output copiesM. The
optimization greatly simplifies for values ofM andN related
as M =kd+N, with k integer. The cloning maps are optimal
for both global and single-qudit fidelity. The map is achieved

FIG. 5. Saturation of single-qubit fidelity for phase-covariant
scontinuous lined and universalsdotted lined N→M cloning ma-
chines versusN, for M =21.

FIG. 6. Saturation of single-qutrit fidelity for multiphasescon-
tinuous lined and universalsdotted lined N→M cloning machines
versusN, for M =28.

FIG. 7. Saturation of single-qudit,d=5, fidelity for multiphase
scontinuous lined and universalsdotted lined N→M cloning ma-
chines versusN, for M =51.
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by an economical cloning machine, which works without
ancilla. We have evaluated the asymptotic behavior of the
fidelity for large M, and recovered the fidelity of optimal
multiphase estimationf10g. In Figs. 1–3, it is possible to
compare the single-qudit fidelities of multiphase covariant
and universal covariant 1→M cloning machines. Increasing
M, the fidelities tend to the limit of optimal phase estimation
and state estimation fidelity, respectively. Increasing the di-
mensiond of the Hilbert space, the quality of the clones gets
worse, as plotted in Fig. 4. Actually, for fixedN andM, the
single-qudit fidelity of the cloner goes to zero withd−1, as it
turns out from Eq.s43d. On the other hand, for fixedM, the
fidelity saturates to 1 asN gets close toM, in both multi-

phase and universal covariant frameworks, as one can see in
Figs. 5–7. As a general remark, notice that when increasing
the dimension of the input system for fixedN and M, the
fidelities of multiphase and universal cloners become closer
to each other.
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